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ABSTRACT: Emergency management of sudden

disasters needs a quick and efficient decision made by a

group. The authors propose a visual discussion technique

in group decision making of sudden disasters and

construct the main technique process based on

visualization theory. Based on this, Through the key

techniques are researched and implemented. As for Multi-

agents in the discussion, they can obtain more accurate

cognition of current sudden disaster situation and form

efficient emergency predetermined plan by discussion and

analysis in the short time.
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1. Introduction

Emergency management of sudden disasters faces a

complex, open and constantly changing scenes. Decision
making of sudden disasters not only depends on some or
one of water administrators and domain experts, but also

needs power of groups together. Therefore, the objective
of group making is to form a consistent emergency
predetermined plan through analysis, decision and

discussion according to the current disaster situation by

multi-agent in the short time. The manifestation of argument

information is the main factor for influencing the process

of emergency decision making. Firstly, visual discussion

can help to get the perceptual disaster situation rapidly,

shorten the cognitive process of complex emergency

problems by individual and promote group learning to reach

agreement. Secondly, visual discussion can arouse

group’s association and improve creativity of the group

discussion. Finally, visual discussion provides an efficient

mode of information sharing and helps to settle the

differences in group decision making.

Instead of multimedia and visualization technique,

traditional discussion depends on the memory by personal

brain or text only at present. From this causes the

consequence is that the relationships between massive

information have n’t visualized representation. In addition,

because an efficient decision result must be formed by

several synchronous and asynchronous group

discussions, the traditional discussion is too limited to

offer great help for opinion integration and decision support.

For the above analysis, the authors will propose a visual

discussion technique in group decision making of sudden

disasters and construct the technique system based on

visualization theory. Through the study and implementation

of key technologies, multi-agents in the discussion can

obtain more accurate cognition of current sudden disaster

situation and form efficient emergency predetermined plan

by discussion, analysis and decision in the short time.

2. Requirement analysis

Formerly visual processing ability was described as follows:

This ability involves visualization and the translation of

abstract relationships and non-figural information into visual

terms. It also includes the manipulation and transformation
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of visual representations and visual imagery (bishop,1989).

Based on this, visualization was defined as representations

of information consisting of spatial, nonarbitrary (i.e.

‘picture-like’ qualities resembling actual objects or events),

and continuous characteristics. Visualization includes both

internal (for example, mental imagery) and external

representations (for example, real objects, printed pictures

and graphs, video, film, animation) (Rieber,1995).

Visualization today has ever-expanding applications in

science, education, engineering (e.g., product

visualization), interactive multimedia, medicine, etc.

Typical of a visualization application is the field of computer

graphics. In the research of DSS, visualization is used

usually as a term. Some scholars consider that

visualization in DSS is the process of transforming all

kinds of data, model, knowledge and reasoning into static

and dynamic picture that easily accepted, visualized and

can be interactive [1].

In our research, visualization in group discussion of sudden

disasters includes visual communication and visual

analytics. Of the two visualization techniques, the former

is the communication of ideas through the visual display

of discussion information. The latter focuses on individual

interaction with the visualization discussion system as

part of a larger process of data analysis and can be

regarded as the technique of analytical reasoning

supported by the interactive visual interface. In order to

help group shorten the cognitive process of complex

emergency problems, improve creativity of group

discussion and settle the differences in group decision

making, visual discussion can be classified as basic,

thematic and intelligent discussion visualization.

Requirements and representation forms of

various classifications are described in detail in Table 1.

Table 1. Visualization in Group Discussion of Sudden Disasters

3. Main visualization process design

As for individuals in group decision making, intelligent

discussion visualization is the most important process

which including semantic cluster visualization and

semantic filtering visualization. As is shown in Figure 1,

the main visual discussion process in group decision

making of sudden disasters has been designed.

3.1 Integrated discussion

In the process of Integrated emergency discussion, a lot

of argument meta-information is generated by decision

group in a virtual discussion room provided by group

decision support system (GDSS), which is designed by

Adobe Flex, a Rich Internet Application (RIA) building

technique [2]. It includes a set of properties of each

opinion, such as attitude towards others, opinion content,

speaker and speaking time. Among them, the attitude is

centering on the opinions by other individuals, such as

“approve”, “oppose” and “query”.

3.2 Argument meta-information segmentation

As argument meta-information is continuously generated,

the words of each opinion content should be segmented

to be extracted as keywords in the next stage. In current

stage, we will research Chinese  word segmentation

method in Lucene[3], the leading open source search

platform, in order to realize intelligent semantic

segmentation as accurately as possible.

3.3 Argument keywords extraction and setting

After argument meta-information segmentation, the

candidate keywords list is produced. Extracting keywords

representing his main ideas from the candidate keywords

list corresponding to his own argument words, each

individual in discussion can set them as customized
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Figure 1. Visual Discussion Process in Group Decision Making of Sudden Disasters

keywords for cluster analysis in the next stage.

3.4 Argument keywords clustering and visualization

Then, the next stage is to reveal the relations between

keywords through semantic-cluster analysis by the

improved k-means algorithm and display them by Flex’s

interactive component. The visualization effect of the

semantic-cluster is that group’s recognition procedure will

be to shortened greatly.

3.5 Scenario elements of sudden disasters matching

and filtering

In the end, argument keywords will be matched with

attributes of sudden disasters scenario elements and

filtered through text database retrieval system. Finally,

argument information about the keywords associated with

scenario elements of sudden disasters remain.

4. Key techniques research

According to the above visualization process, the key

techniques of visual discussion need to be researched

and realized, such as argument meta-information

segmentation, argument keywords clustering and

visualization, and scenario elements of sudden disasters

matching and filtering.

4.1 Argument meta-information segmentation

In the process of discussion, the words of each opinion

content should be segmented to be extracted as

keywords. Thus, efficient information retrieval of Chinese

text requires good word segmentation. In this section, an

improved word segmentation method in Lucene is proposed

to get higher correction rate segmentation results. As the

leading open source search platform, Lucene is a powerful

and elegant library for full-text indexing and searching in

Java, with which we can add rich full-text search

functionality in web applications. In this paper we focus

on word segmentation and we have improved some of the

core Lucene classes that provide word segmentation

capabilities [4].

CJKAnalyzer is an analyzer for Chinese, Japanese, and

Korean, which indexes bigrams (overlapping groups of two

adjacent Han characters) [5]. In Chinese language, we

use two characters as a word for example. A, B, C, D are

four Chinese characters, and after using word

segmentation module CJKAnalyzer, we receive a total of

three entries as follows: AB, BC, CD. The disadvantage

of CJKAnalyzer parser is that it will generate a relatively

large redundancy[6]. Most of them are useless in Chinese

language. In this paper, an improved dictionary-based word

length grading segmentation approach reduced data

redundancy and gave better segmentation experimental

results. The results of Lucene segmentation are also not

accurate. For lack of semantic knowledge, CJKAnalyzer

which contains word and double word segmentation

module cannot get its abilities in Chinese language [7]

[8]. For example, the segmentation result of Chinese

characters “meng li hua luo zhi duo shao” is “meng li/li

hua/hua luo/luo zhi/zhi duo/duo shao”. This segmentation
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result cannot be well understood by Chinese users.

Since most of the time spent in analyzing a line of text is

in finding a match among the lexicon entries, a clever

organization of the lexicon speeds up the matching

process tremendously. Most Chinese words are of one or

two characters only. Searching for longer words before

shorter ones as practiced in maximum matching means

quickening a great deal of time searching for non-existent.

To overcome this problem, the following approaches are

taken to organize the lexicon for fast march (suppose the

word length is n):

TRIE indexing tree (TRIE)                          n = 2

Binary-seek-by-characters (BC)        n = 3 or n = 4

Binary-seek-by-word (BW)                      n > 4

For different word length n, we select different approaches

so that we can get a fast segmentation result. TRIE

approach matches words along the tree-chain fast, so we

choose it for n = 2.The construction of TRIE tree is difficult

for words with longer length, we select an easier

construction approach BC for longer length words n = 3

and n = 4 . And when n > 4, we choose BW which is easy

Figure 2. Improved Dictionary-based Segmentation Method and Process

in constructing tree and fast in getting the segmentation

results. The segmentation process is as follows shown in

Figure 2.

According to the improved dictionary-based method, the

experiment of word segmentation in argument meta-

information visualization is shown in Table 2.

As the candidate keywords, processed words through

Chinese word segmentation is placed in the left side of

the form shown in Figure 3. Extracting keywords

representing his main ideas from the candidate keywords

list corresponding to his own argument words, each

individual in discussion can set them as customized

keywords for cluster analysis in the next stage. In addition,

keywords out of the candidate can also be inputed by the

individuals though clicking on the bottom left of the form.

At last, the keywords will be stored into database of GDSS.

4.2 Argument keywords clustering and visualization

In order to reveal the relations between keywords, we must

research semantic-cluster analysis and display argument

information by clustering with interactive visual

components. Clustering means the act of partitioning an

unlabeled dataset into groups of similar objects[9]. Each

              Segmentation              Total Words              Useful Words       Time Accuracy Rate

improved dictionary-based                     315 152        9ms          88.7%

              method

              CJKAnalyzer                       182                                152        7ms          41.1%

Table 2. Word Segmentation Experiment in Argument Meta-information Visualization

⎨
⎧

⎩
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Figure 3. Visual Form of Keywords Segmented, Extracting and Setting

group, called a “cluster ”, consists of objects that are

similar between themselves and dissimilar to objects of

other groups. The K-means and its variants represent a

category of partitioning clustering algorithms that create

a flat, non-hierarchical clustering that consists of K

clusters [10, 11,12]. The K-means algorithm iteratively

refines a randomly chosen set of K initial centroids,

minimizing the average distance (maximizing the

similarity) of documents to their closest (most similar)

centroid.

The screenshot of argument keywords clustering based

on K-means algorithm and visualization is shown in Fig-

ure 4. User interface design of keywords clustering and

visualization adopts SpringGraph which is a Flex compo-

nent that displays a set of items that are linked to each

other. The component calculates the layout for the items

using an organic-looking annealing algorithm based on

the size and links of each item, and draws lines to repre-

sent the links. The component allows the user to drag

and/or interact with individual items. Argument words can

be provided in XML or as Actionscript objects. Well-

matched with different browsers, discussion visualization

applications created in Flex technique will be compatible

with all client browsers of the group and provide better

user experience.

4.3 Scenario elements matching and filtering

As is shown in Figure 5, the system of scenario elements

matching and filtering includes argument information by

clustering and a series of scenario elements of sudden

disasters. Of the two sets, the former mainly includes a

set of opinions with argument keywords by clustering and

attitudes centering on them by other individuals, such as

“aprove”, “oppose” and “query”. Finally, though argument

keywords matched with attributes of sudden disasters

scenario elements and filtered by text database retrieval

system, the meaningful argument information associated

with scenario elements of sudden disasters remain. Based

on this, the mode of information sharing becomes efficient

and creativity of group’s discussion will be improved.

5. Conclusion

On the basis of requirement analysis for visual discussion

Figure 4. Argument Keywords Clustering and Visualization
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technique in group decision making of sudden disasters,
the paper proposes a visual discussion technique in group
decision making of sudden disasters and construct the
technique system based on visualization theory. The
research and implementation of the key techniques, including
argument meta-information segmentation, argument
keywords clustering and visualization, and scenario elements
of sudden disasters matching and filtering, shows that visual
discussion technique can help multi-agents in the discussion
obtain more accurate cognition of current sudden disaster
situation and form efficient emergency predetermined plan
by discussion, analysis and decision in the short time.
Therefore, as for development of GDSS aimed at sudden
disasters emergency management, the paper has certain
reference value.
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